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Since the Terrh Amendment was put into effect along with the other nine

amendments to the Bill of Rights in 1791, we have assumed that the basic rights

related to education were the responsibility of the states. To refresh your

memory, the TenthAmendment said, "The powers not delegated to the United

States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to

the states respectively, or to the people. "1

It was Cubberly, the historian, writing in 1919 'who explained the gener-

ally held conviction when he said:

By the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution, ratified in 1791, the
control of schools and education passed, as one of the unmentioned
ppwers thus reserved to the people of the different states to handle in
any manner which they saw fit. 6

It is possible to read into the Preamble of the .Constitution authority for

the federal government to have much to do with the education of pupils depend-

ing upon how one interprets the section which says, " . . . promote the gen-

eral welfare. " The courts have been reluctant to open this issue, or for that

matter td use the general welfare clause for the basis of getting the federal

government into many areas. We could even conceivably get a Supreme Court

with different members to declare education a fundamental constitutional right,

and there is a movement among some to amend the Constitution so that educa-

tion would be an explicit right.

In 1973 the Supreme Court, in the San Antonio Independent School District

et. al., Appellants v. Demetrio P. Rodriguez et. al. 3, refused to declare tqual
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education a fundamental -right. Despite the split Vote of the court, the law is

that equal education is not a U. constitutional right even between students

in the same state. This then must mean that, with the Tenth Amendment still
I

. with us.as it is interpreted, we cannot expect any immediate relief in the mat-

ter of equalizing between states.

As ar aside, a properly brought case establishing the need for the federal

governmeit to equalize between states might Just have as good or better chance

to win than another Rodriguez. There is also much merit in an argument ad-

vanced by Professor Kern Alexander of the University of Florida.4 Alexander

argues that even if the federal government may not have an explicit responsi-
t

bility.to equalize educational expenditures between states, the national.govern-

ment does have a responsibility to do nothing that would make those expendi-

ture levels more unequal. He then proceeds to show that in 1970 and 1971 two

federal programs, e.g., Title One of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act and P. L. 874 (federal impaction), did, in fact, make greater allocations

to rich states than to poor states. To take a specific illustration, $164 was

sent to the state of Alabama for each eligible Title One pupil, while $273 was

sent to the state of New York for each eligible Title One pupil. If thee is any

evidence that an educationally deprived child in New York is that much more

deprived than an educationally deprived child in Alabama, I am not aware of it.

Further, while the cost of education is undeniably greater in New York than

in Alabama, surely it is not two-thirds greater. We hope this situation has

been corrected, but the point is that the federal government needs to monitor
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its programs constantly to make sure that no matter, what the goals of anyof

its many ptograms, none of these programs contribute to moving us away from

equality of edUcational opportunity. The means of legal redress is not clear

here. It may lie through the due process clause of the Fifth Afnendment as

Alexander suggests, o it may be found elsewhere in the Constitution. More

likely, it will be the legislative branch, as it is in the states, that will have

to assume the final responsibility. Educational deprivation is just as.rnuch a
tr.

crime for the black lad in those red clay fields of my native state, Alabama,

as it is for the black child in the worst ghettos of New York City. To deprive

a child of any color of his or her opportunities in life is morally and ethically

wrong, and some day, the good Lord willing, the Congress of the United States

may make it legally wrong as well.

There is much evidence that equalization of the ability of states to match

each other on the average might do more real good for education than just equal--

izing within states. I suspect that this will be consi ed the 'idle babbling'

of a professor rather than a serious proposal. But, let me hasten to add that

I know the serious problem of organization to deliver services in the many and

varied local school districts of this country and that I have had an office in the

state capitol in my state working regularly with legislators since 1964: What

I have said all of this to say is, equal educational opportunity for American

citizens is a goal that educators must put more into achieving than lip service._

It is not enough fo aaleve universal educatiorri-ifwe-ever-make-it;-we-must-

at least approach the time when we assure every person an opportunity to secure
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a quality,if_not a_tatally-equalf is-rot enough-ter-keep-school in

session nine or more months for regulai 'Classroom students. We must offer

special education, gifted programs, vocational education and all the rest to

all students at a. level that will at least awaken their real potential. We must

become concerned about the real educational opportunity for all. You who make

business decisions about the best of our schools must become concerned about

the quality of education offered in the worst of our schools. You who come from

our most fortunate states must be 'oncerned about what is happening in our

least fortunate states.

The topic of this paper indicates that we must look at interstate compari-

sons. One simple reason that interstate comparisons are needed is so that

equalization on some rational basis can be considered. There are a host of

problems that must be dealt with before meaningful comparisons can be made.

In this speaker's judgment, you could totally disagree with the concept that I

have hinted at, federal equalization, and still support the idea of developing

=interstate comparisons.

If you accept the Tenth Amendment as forbidding the federal government's

becoming involved in equalization, there are reasons you need to make inter-

state comparisons. For one thing you must want to know as a taxpayer in a

particular state, "How does what we get for our money compare to what others

are getting? Are there things for which you should be getting a greater return?"

In-"--cae-best---sertse -of-the-warelintereWe-comparisons could her I:Lyda whatever

side of the accountability question you take. Because we at Illinois State Uni-

versity have felt that just comparing what Illinois' best schools do with our
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poorest schools is not enough, we have been working to develop some techniques

ftfir comparing what we as a state do with what other states do in the way of

financial support and equalization. As we have looked :at this problem, we have

found problems more involved than comparisons between schools in a state even

when states have, as we do, separate elementary and high schools in some

areas and then organize them together in K-12 distriCts in others.

Some of the problems and some ways to deal with them is the purpose of

the rest of this Paper. For a number of years, school "outiness management"

has broken cost down into similar cost areas. Cost comparisons with other

districts are currently, and we hope in the future, available from Market Data

Retrieval, 800 Boston Port Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880. Handbook II

and all of its predecessors and successors have helped to standardize within

-.1mits the way records are kept.

However one goes about comparison between states, the Tenth Amend-

ment and its interpretation continue to make comparisons-difficult. We still

have fifty separate systems with many different approaches to delivering serv-

ices and describing both income and expenditures. If the business variations

were not enough, college professors and chief school officers still play the game

of giving their activities new names even when the activity is out of the past

or like others. All these things make it difficult to compare funding, business

practices and especially the output of the fifty state systems.

If we are ever to establish any rational basis on which to argue fort. fed-

eral assistance to overcome inequities between states, we must make a brodder

7



interpretation of the Tenth Amendment. I would simply suggest that the near

miss in Rodriguez could have been parlayed into having the federal government

assume the equalizer role. When one reads all of the fiscal neutrality cases,

you find in footnotes references to federal funds and their role in dealing with

inequities, but no substantive decision has been made on this point. If the con-

stitutional right to equal education within a state had been won, then we could

have expected the influence of the Tenth Amendment, which currently prevents

the direct involvement of the federal government in equity between states, to

have been greatly reduced. Where the problem is one of at least'guaranteeing

a quality level or reducing the variance below the median expenditure, there

must be a role for the federal government. This role may well shape into some

rethiction of variance in expenditures at least for those states below the median

cost for the nation or of making sure that tax efforts equitably measured will

produce similar amounts of funds.

If such measures or possibilities are in the future, the case for "systems

of comparing the efforts of states is clear. We need not spend more time on

this point. If there is no possibility for the equalizer being applied betWeen

states, then there is still a valid reason for comparison--it is simply not so

clear or forcible.

Simply as a matter of pride or cOmmitment to equalizing the educational

opportunity between states, we need to know how systems work and which sys-

tem performs the best by some standardized measures; It would be foolliptrdy
r/

k -tor edlicatDra tosay. that what Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri and riadiana
F



dO will not affect Illinois schools and what the General Assembly in Illinois

appropriates for education. Because claims for systems are usually greater

than their actual performance, especially after legislators make political changes,

there needs to be-serious comparisons of the results based on genuine equity

criteria. there is a sense in which all states may have differing goals and as

such comparisons on a simple equity measure may not show a state system

in as favorable light as its architects wish. On the other hand, schools are so

complex that the use of any single measure of equity would be naive, to say the

least, and probably foolish. Comparisons must be 8ri multiple criteria and the

field which is only in its infancy must find better tools for.maldng comparisons.

To make compfrisons on a meaningful basis, many problems of compar-

able records, data and analytical systems must be solved. What I propose to

do for the time remaining is to outline some of the problems and some possible

solutions. Without a national system, the researcher must continue to find

ways to use data in a comparable way, whether or not the systems and records
p

are alike.

Some of the problems that we faced need to be looked .at. In brief, but

outline, form let me suggest some of the most obvious problems.

1. What monies (funds) will be used to make comparisons?

a. Will all funds for all purposes be the basis of comparison?

b. Will only state and local funds be compared or will federal funds

be considered?

c. How will categorical assistance be handled?

9
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d. Will operatiorial and .capital cost be handled separately?

2. In order to determine equity, how will the wealth of the state or of

school districts be defined?

a; If property assessment is used as a wealth measure, how will

comparative values be established? Don't dare-say that "this

is easy - -just use fair market value," because there is no reli-

abledata for this in many states.
V

b. Does the measure of wealth include, income and, if so, how it

measured so that comparisons can be equitably made?

c. If one state uses 'income in their allocation system, should it be

used as a measure of wealth in that state ancl ignbrecl in the state

--with which iLis_being_compared because the second state does

not use it in the allocation system?

d. Should we report that a state has improved equity just because,

when measured against assessment, it has improved, when we know

that in the state there is little or no correlation between assessed

value and income?

3. How is educational need to be measured?

a. Shall enrollment with no weighting be the basis of comparison?

b. Can average daily attendance be used?

c. Is it better to used a weighted enrollment or ADA for comparison?

d. Can budgeted need be a basis of comparison?

e. Can comparisons that are meaningful be mac* by simply using the

system of establishing need that the state being studied uses?

10
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4. If you are serious, as some researchers are, about egalitarian goals

such as those proposed in Serrano and Rodriguez, how will you measure equity?

a. Will you use a simple correlation between the averages -otall

districts in each state or will you establish comparisons between

similar districts?

la,\ Will you simply use a measure of variance reduction

(I) between the low and the high expenditure districts,

(2) variation within the middle half (quartile 2 and 3) of school

districts as ranked by expenditure,

(3) variation below a stated quality expenditure, or

(4) variance of school monies available foldistricts below the

median?

c. Will you use a measurement of fiscal neutrality, and if so, what

will that measurement be?

(1) Is your concept-of fiscal neutrality that there be no positive

relationahip between local wealth and expenditures, irrespective

of differential effort between districts--what Stephen Barro

has termed the "ex post" notion of fiscal neutrality?5

(2) Is your concept of fiscal neutrality that there be no pos,tive

relationship between focal wealth and expenditures at each

effort level. .that is, with differential effort explicitly taken

into consideration- -what Barro terms the "ex ante" version
1'

of fiscal neutrality?6
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.
(8) Is the Gini Index and Lorenz Curve the most appropriate way

to measure fiscal neutrality as argued by Hickrod, Gensemer,

and Garms77
1."

(4) Is the linear regression the most appropriate way to measure

fiscal neutrality as argueci,by Michelson and Feldstein?8

Some measures-thatwe have used in measuring some form of equity and
.

,found helpful include the following. . ...
-.

. ,

1. Where we have followed post practices, we hai./e,,of course run Pierson
4

Coefficients of correlation between wealth (measured in different ways) and .

state funds paid With the highest negative 'correlation being the most desirable
. .

froth an equity standpoint. There are so me real problems with this in many

states. The nature of district organization is important. In IllinoiR we have

one district with over 500,000 pupils and another with as than 50. This tech-
,.

,*

niqtfe does naLcorisider this fact and, its implications. If you want to illustrate
4t3)

this fact, calate average cost for each district and thea select the median

tOfiiscuss eentral tendency and then calculate th4 actual average cost

}rang all student's nd you will see why correlation of averages can be misleading.
0...

To use the best ne tj've correlation between money and wealth by using any '

avere.ge-cost qta,ve v.-wealth actually has all of the problems of averaging
. ,. - ,.. 4
averages and as i. terslilt Is a foolish exercise if we hopd to compare states in

..,,. i* r ..:

a meaningf4Lway. Cqrelation comparison seems to be a fruitless exercise
. - , , .

....7
'evert iwe only use a description of the results in each state instead of corn-

%

paring' the Statistical output. ..
40.

- . .,, .. -.,

12.
C

IL
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In our investigations at Illinois State University we have come to believe

that the concept of "fiscal neutrality" may be more useful in interstate com-

parisons than the older concept. of "equalization. " Too often in the older litera-

ture "equalization" meant simply the relationship of local wealth to state aid,

often measured by the Pierson correlation coefficient between state aid and

local wealth. Occasionally the bi-variate relationship between state aid and

wealth was specified by a' linear regression coefficient or by the Gini Index.

These latter two measurement techniques have some advantages over the cor-

relation coefficient but the real problem lies in the fact that locally raised funds

are totally ignored.° To illustrate this point, assumes two states--X and Y.

X provides 80% state support and Y provides only 20% state support. However,

the political forces in Y are such that Y distributes most bf its meager state

dr. dollars to the poorest districts in the state. Oil the other hand, the rich have

forged a better deal for themselves in !state X std some of the much more ade-.
.

quate dollars in that state do go to the wealthier districts. R" any of the older

bi-variaie measurements between wealth and state aid, state Y' will seem t
v

the stronger "equalization. " However, the dependence' upon local zesources

in Y will almost surely cause that-state to'havea. greater disparity cotexpendi-
. .:

. .., 1

tures between the rich and the'peor., The more revealing bi-vary3Arelation-s, .
. , .. . .

ship Is thai hetwaeri local Wealth and total expenditures,, 'or betwen local wealt,h-
,

and expenditures broken into locallyratered, :state proyrsion'and fedekai

provision. This relationship between xpenditure's and ldcal wealtli Is exactly -

,
(-)

what most operational-definitions oftthe Corketit'of fiscal neutrality,&ow use.'

13 .
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2. When calculating the concentration around the mean, we have found

it desirable to use the "Coefficient of Variation." We hive simply taken the

standard deviation of the distribution, divided it by the mean and muitiatird-r,"

it by 100.(V = x 190) (SD = )This to some extent standardizes the re-

suit of the measurement and helps when comparing differatee.-- The real

problem is simply that a state that reduced its high expendihire could come

off as well as one that raised the lowest, so one can see that just the variance

of coefficient without considering how it was changed is not enough. This tool

can of course- be-used but must be used with caution. It is, however, a good

measure of the variations that exist.

3. When we have attempted to measure fiscal neutrality, we have used

a Lorenz Curve (at least,' we have borrowed the Lorenz Curve idea which Lorenz

used to _describe income distribution) and the related Gini Index. The Lorenz

Curve provides a giaphic representation of the relative' shares of state and

local monies received by poor children versus rich children. The Lorenz Curve

is a graphic device to plot the cumulative percent of school revenue against the

cumulative percent of pupils ranked by wealth and to compare this plot with

the ideal plot of each student receiving the same dollars regardless of wealth.

When -we- have plotted or calculated the Lorenz Cuive, we have transferred

. this to a Gini Index )3y calculatihg.the relationship between the areas of the .

I k.
: .

. "1" : curve. This sllowsusinathezxiatically how near a state approaches the ideal
.

, .. and-cazit with caution, help us to compare the effect of changes in different
i ... .

el j .
1. -.

a

. states (See Appendix' A).. An example of.one pitfall would be enough tp.illUstrat6
... -

. - .. .,.

,, ,,,t .c .-... . ..., . -
.,. . 7 . . . . . .'

1. : . -i t''' .
8

4
.. 60 .11. ..r . / '9' I, II . 4

.. , ... r - 4

. ; 1 2 4. : ' .#- .. 1 -
) Avidt..

. I
.7

: , 1,4 4*

8" ' 81 -
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why relationship is not enough to assure good comparison. A State might ex-

pend a maximum of $800 per pupil while no one received less than $60C Lth

a state average of $725, while another stated varied between $600 and $1800

with a state average of $1200. More than the variance would need to be con-

sidered or the low expenditure state system could not be held up as an example

of a desirable system. The same is true of the Lorenz Curve and Gini Indexes.

The low spending state just might be making a more even distribution of moniesti

between the rich and the poor. The level of funding is as important as the vari-

ance of funding and also as important as the shares received by rich versus

the poor.

4. Regression analysis can also be used to measure fiscal neutrality.

One can describe fiscal neutrality in terms of the elasticity of educational spend-

ing with respect to the value of local wealth per pupil. Absolute fiscal neutral-

ity would require the wealth elasticity to be zero, but since this is not true in

any state, there would always be a variation from "0." A regression analysis

can measure this variance from 0 and be used to compare states.

What we have found is that all of these techniques must be used, if tem-

pered with understanding, to compare a Previous year or time with the present

in a given state. Additional caution must, however, be used When states are

. compared. In the final analysis the science of comparing different states which

admittedly have different goals is complicated. This may be the key to the

whole process. Rather than comparing state X with state Y, the better osi-

lOrl may be to see how well X has attained its goals versus how well Y has

5
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attained its goals, and the goals then need not be identical. Movement toward

worthwhile goals may be more significant for future education than high corre-

lations that do not change. Average expenditure for the poorest half of students

in a state could be a better indices of progress toward, equal opportunities than

a variation of expenditures of less than $200.

Since my second grade teacher asked me what the sum of 3 apples and

2 oranges was and I said 5, I have remembered that 5 is not enough. She was

right when she said the correct answer was 3 apples and 2 oranges, but then

and now the question could have been changed. Had she said how many pieces

of fruit would a person with 3 apples and 2 oranges have, my answer of 5 would

have been correct.

What I have tried to imply today is that we may not be asking all of the

right questions and thus, as accurate as our statistical answers are, they may

be the right answers for the wrong questions.. We have a long way to go before

we really can answer a judge's question--How does education or even educa-

tional finance compare between Illinois and Iowa? --without worrying about

the other 48 states.

16
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTATION OF GINI COEFFICIENT

The districts are sorted in ascending order of wealth per pupil.
The cumulative-proportions of pupils in the districts are represented
by the horizontal axis and the cumulative proportions of total operating
expenditures accounted for by these districts are represented by the

EI

8 M
Yi

>4 0

0 Xi-1 XI

ADA
(wealth-1r)

Xn

1.0

0.0 1:0

ADA
(wealth .

vertical axis. The Curve thus plotted would be a straight line if the
operating expenditures per pupil were the same in all districts. .A

sagging-curve represents-lesser expenditure in poorer districts. The
measure of this inequality as defined by Gini Coefficient G is given
by the formula:

Area A

or after further simplication

G -
Area (A+B)

05 - Area B

G
05

= 1 - 2Area B (1)

Area B is the area under the curve and if n is the number of districts, and

19
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X.
1
= cumulative proportion of ADA for the ith district

yi = cumulative proportion of $ for the ith district

n (x -x ) (y +y,)
i-1 i-1 IThen Area B = E

= 1 2

or 2 Area B = E (x.y, -x y. +x.y.-x. y.)
1 1-1 i-1 1-1 1 1 1-1 1

= (x.y -x y +x y -x y
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

+x
2
y
1
-x

1
y
1
+x

2
y
2
-x

1
y
2

+x
n
y
n -1

-x
n-1

y
n-1

+x
n
y
n-x n-1

y
n

)

= (x2y1-x1y2)+(x3y2-x2y3)+...

+6c
n
y
n -1

-x
n-1

y
n
)+x

n
y
n

= E y(x1..1. ,)+1
-1

-x1-1 y1

n
= 1- E (x. y.-x.y. )

-1 1 1 1-1
i 2

1
=

substituting the value of.area B ineg 1

G = E (x y.-x,y. )

i-1 1 1 1-1
i 2

(2)

(3)

*Prepared by Ramesh Chaudhari, Computer Services, Julian Hall, Illinois
State University, Normal, Illinois 61761. -
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